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We introduce GaN / InGaN light emitting diodes with a dielectric photonic crystal embedded

in the epitaxial layer by lateral epitaxial overgrowth on a patterned GaN template. Overgrowth,

coalescence, and epitaxial growth of the pn junction within a thickness of 500 nm is obtained

using metal-organic chemical vapor deposition. This design strongly modifies the distribution

of guided modes, as confirmed by angle-resolved measurements. The regime of operation

and potential efficiency of such structures are discussed. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.

�DOI: 10.1063/1.2898513�

In the context of light extraction from nitride light emit-

ting diodes �LEDs�, the use of photonic crystals �PhCs� has

attracted much attention recently due to their deterministic

behavior: they should offer efficient extraction �competitive

with a random surface
1,2� and an increased control over the

far-field pattern.
3–8

However, harnessing the full potential of PhCs has

proved difficult: the largest light extraction enhancements re-

ported in the literature are approximately twice, which are

largely below theoretical expectations. Indeed, efficient PhCs

require full optimization of the design,
9

including choices of

the crystal lattice
6

and of the vertical structure.
7,8

In particu-

lar, Ref. 5 evidenced that a simple surface PhC on top of an

as-grown structure is of limited efficiency because most of

the light is emitted in low-order guided modes which are

poorly extracted by the PhC. A possible solution to this issue

was introduced in Ref. 8 in which a low-index AlGaN clad-

ding layer modifies the distribution of guided modes. In this

case, light emission in the low-order modes of the GaN

buffer is avoided and replaced by strong emission in a mode

guided above the cladding layer—the so-called cap layer

mode �CLM�—which is efficiently extracted by the PhC.

However, growth of the AlN layer is challenging �as for ni-

tride laser diodes�, and the PhC still has to be formed in the

p-GaN, potentially hurting p-doping and hindering current

injection.

In this letter, we introduce a design which addresses this

issue while avoiding the use of a surface PhC: the PhC is a

patterned dielectric layer embedded in the epitaxial layer by

lateral epitaxial overgrowth �LEO�, and the active region is

located above this layer �Fig. 1�a��. The dielectric layer acts

both as a low-index cladding �whose average index �n��2 is

lower than that of AlGaN� and as a diffracting layer for

guided light extraction. The surface of the LED is unpat-

terned and can be fully used as a contact. Once the epitaxial

layer is obtained, regular LED geometries can be employed.

Conventional LEO is employed to obtain low-

dislocation GaN �Ref. 10� and makes use of large patterns

�5–50 �m�. In our case, the PhC period has to be in the

order of � /n. The growth thus takes place in a potentially

different regime. Besides, for efficient operation of our de-

sign, the PhC layer must be thick enough to confine the CLM

and coalescence and growth of the pn junction must occur

within an optically thin layer. This is illustrated in Fig. 1: a

thick top layer supports many guided modes �some of which

interact poorly with the PhC�, while a thin one supports only

one CLM, which is efficiently extracted. Due to the low

average index in the PhC layer, �50% of the light can be

emitted in this CLM, according to solid angle considerations.

Figure 2 indicates the computed extraction efficiencies

of the CLM �defined as the imaginary part k� of the CLM’s

wavevector� for various thicknesses of the PhC layer and of

the top layer. A large k� is necessary both because light must

be extracted over the scale of the LED and because extrac-

tion has to compete with absorption mechanisms. In practice,

a value of k�=10−3a−1 corresponds to an exponential extrac-

tion length Ldecay=1 /2k��100 �m, which is a reasonable

value for a LED. As seen on Fig. 2, k� strongly varies with

the thickness of the top layer. It should ideally be

�350–400 nm thick to ensure that k��10−3. This is chal-

lenging since the pn junction itself �including the n-doped

region, the multiquantum well �MQW�, and the p-doped re-

a�
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Present address: Philips Lumileds. Electronic mail: aurelien.david@

polytechnique.org.
b�

Also at Laboratoire PMC de l’Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France.

FIG. 1. Structures with an embedded GaN /SiO2 PhC and �a� thick and �b�
thin top layers above the PhC. �a� Low-order modes �with poor extraction

efficiency� are supported both above and below the PhC, in addition to

high-order delocalized modes. �b� If the top layer is thin enough, it supports

only one strongly confined CLM, which interacts efficiently with the PhC.

APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS 92, 113514 �2008�
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gion� is typically 300 nm thick. The demands on the coales-

cence are thus stringent. Let us also stress that the present

calculation considers a one-dimensional �1D� grating. When

a two-dimensional �2D� PhC is considered, k� is roughly

divided by 3 �intuitively, the diffraction strength of the grat-

ing is “spread” over the three �M directions�, requiring a

slightly thinner top layer for the same efficiency. Interest-

ingly, we also note that k� oscillates with the thicknesses of

the PhC and top layer �due to vertical resonances in both

layers�. It is thus possible to optimize extraction by fine-

tuning these values.

Let us mention that the use of an embedded grating has

already been considered in the past in the context of distrib-

uted feedback GaN-based lasers.
11

However, the design rules

for a LED are very different since we operate in a multimode

rather than a monomode regime.

The structures are grown as follows: Starting from a

GaN template on sapphire, 50 nm of SiO2 is deposited and

patterned by interference holography and dry etching. Care is

taken to fully clear the apertures in the mask. In a single

metal-organic chemical vapor deposition run, GaN is then

overgrown and coalesced over the stripes and followed by a

pn junction containing a MQW active region. Here, we dem-

onstrate the approach on a 1D grating �period a=210 nm,

filling factor f �0.5�, in which coalescence of the LEO is

more straightforward, although a 2D grating would improve

light extraction. For the coalescence, GaN is grown at a pres-

sure of 76 Torr, a temperature of 1040 °C, and a V/III ratio

of 3900. Two samples were grown for comparison. On the

first one, a thick ��1 �m� coalescence layer was grown,

followed by the LED. On the second one, we obtained full

coalescence within only 120 nm above the PhC region—

corresponding to a lateral to vertical growth ratio of at least

1. In this structure, n-GaN, the MQW region �emitting at �

=460 nm�, and p-GaN have thicknesses of 200, 60, and

100 nm, respectively. The total thickness of the top layer is

thus �500 nm, which is close to the requirements of Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows a scanning electron microscope cross section

of this structure.

To analyze the optical properties of the PhC, we resort to

angle-resolved measurements: the far field of the LED is

measured as a function of emission angle �from −90° to 90°�.
The angle-resolved pattern is then converted into the band

structure of the PhC above the light line, as described in

Ref. 5 �in brief, angles and wavelengths are converted to

wavevectors k� and reduced frequencies u=a /��. Figure 4

displays the angle-resolved pattern for the thick and the thin

FIG. 2. �Color online� Extraction efficiency k� �in units of a−1, log10 scale�
of the CLM vs thicknesses of the PhC and the top layer �thicknesses in units

of the lattice constant a�. The structure in Fig. 1 is considered with the

following parameters: 1-D grating made of SiO2 and GaN with a period a

=210 nm and a filling factor f =0.5, wavelength �=450 nm, and the propa-

gation perpendicular to the grating groves.

FIG. 3. Scanning electron microscope cross section of the device.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �top� Angle-resolved measurement on the fabricated

devices �measured in TE polarization, perpendicular to the grating’s groves�.
In addition to the direct emission of the MQW, a series of sharp lines

corresponding to the extracted guided modes appears. Left: Thin device,

with two modes dominating the spectrum. Right: Thick device, with mul-

tiple guided modes appearing. Intensities are in linear scale. �Bottom� Cor-

responding band structure �in log scale� for the thin device. The guided

modes now appear as lines, with two intense lines corresponding to the two

CLMs. Dashed lines: Fit of these CLMs.

113514-2 David et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 92, 113514 �2008�
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LEDs and the band structure for the thin LED. For both

devices, the pattern is composed of two features: direct light

emission into air �the broad continuum in Fig. 4�a�, which is

modulated by the Fabry–Pérot fringes of the GaN layer� and

a series of sharp lines, which are the leaky PhC modes �i.e.,

guided modes which are diffracted to air by the PhC�. Note

that the choice of a=210 nm diffracts the guided light

around normal incidence, thus enhancing the directionality

of the LED.

For the thick device, many leaky modes can be ob-

served: these correspond to the multiple high-order modes,

which are delocalized across the vertical structure. These

modes overlap with the PhC region and are thus well ex-

tracted. For the thin device, one very intense line dominates

the spectrum: this is the CLM localized above the PhC re-

gion, which receives a macroscopic fraction of the emitted

light and is efficiently extracted. Actually, a second similar—

but less sharp—resonance can be observed. Because the top

layer is 500 nm thick, it supports a second optical CLM reso-

nance, but this one is less confined and couples to the mul-

tiple modes of the substrate �as manifested by anticrossings�.
Although an ideal structure would support only one CLM, it

turns out that the second CLM is extracted well enough here.

The dispersion of these two CLMs can be fitted by im-

posing that their vertical wavevectors obey the resonance

condition kz= p� /L, where L is the thickness of the cavity

formed by the top layer and p is an integer �p=1 and 2 for

the first and second CLMs, respectively�. The CLM’s disper-

sion can then be written as k� =2�	n2− �p� /2L�2
/�. This

dispersion is superimposed on Fig. 4: it fits the measurement

with good accuracy. The slight discrepancy may be attributed

to inaccuracy in the thickness of the top layer �we used the

nominal value L=500� and to an imperfect knowledge of the

refractive index n��� �taken from Ref. 12�.
Figure 5 displays the electrical characteristics �voltage

and output power versus current� of both samples. The out-

put power was measured on wafer with a photodetector,

which was placed above the samples with a collection angle

of �50°. Both devices display some leakage—more notably

in the thinner sample, suggesting further optimization of the

layer structure. Of note, however, is that the output power is

twice larger for the thinner device, which we attribute to a

more efficient light extraction. In terms of absolute power,

the performance of these structures is low compared to those

of regular LEDs. It is unclear whether this is due to the

unoptimized growth conditions used for the LEDs on the

LEO mask or to some potential detrimental effect of the

mask itself �potential contamination by oxygen and diffusion

of Si acting as an n-dopant�. No data on these effects are

available at this point, and future investigation of these is

required.

In conclusion, we have introduced a design of PhC GaN-

based LED in which the PhC is integrated in the epitaxial

layer and serves as a mask for regrowth of the LED. Over-

growth, coalescence, and growth of the LED were achieved

within 500 nm, and the optical properties of the PhC were

characterized. This approach circumvents the limitations of

surface PhCs and, pending optimization and generalization

to 2D coalescence, is a promising candidate for a high

brightness InGaN LED.
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